BRIDESMAIDS DRESS MEASUREMENT FORM

Bride's Name: _____________________________ Wedding Date:____________________
Bridesmaids Name: _______________________________ Phone: ____________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________
Email: _____________________________________________________________________
Gown Details
Designer:_________________________________________Style:__________________________________
Color/Fabric:____________________________________________________________________________
Special Changes/ Customizations:

Measurements & Sizing
You are responsible for providing accurate measurements. A Little Something White can suggest a size according to charts furnished by the
manufacturer, but the final decision regarding size is yours. The size you choose will be your responsibility. Please note that each designer’s size
chart is standardized for all of their styles. Gowns can always be taken in if too big, but cannot always be let out if the size ordered is too small.
For certain designers, bridesmaid dresses tend to run a few sizes smaller than regular clothing. Additionally, your dress will be made to the
measurements of the size you select, but will not be made to the measurements of your body. Consequently, your dress will likely require
alterations in order to fit perfectly. (Acknowledged: _____ )

Bust:_____________________________________
Waist: ____________________________________
Hip:______________________________________
Bra Size: __________________________________

Hollow to Hem:____________________________
Maximum Heel Height:______________________
Bride Height: ______________________________
Usual Dress Size: ___________________________

I have read the above information and understand that I am responsible for taking an active interest in the size selection, and by initialing here, I
am acknowledging that I agree with the size selected based on my measurements taken and the designer's size chart. Because all dresses are
made-to-order, there are no size exchanges in the bridal industry. I also understand that all sales are final. There are no returns, exchanges,
refunds or credits. (Acknowledged: _____ )

Size Selected: ___________________________________________ Extra Length needed? Yes
*Please note that for most designers, extra length and sizes 16+ Carry a surcharge.*

Consultant Sizing Notes

No

BRIDESMAIDS GOWN SALES AGREEMENT (THE AGREEMENT)

Please read carefully because upon signature you are agreeing to the terms below:

1)

All attendants’ dresses are made to order. In light of this, the dress must be paid in full in order for A Little Something White to place your
special order. ALL SALES ARE FINAL. There are no returns, exchanges, refunds or credits on any item sold at A Little Something White.
Payments are accepted in the form of cash, Visa, MasterCard, AMEX or personal check. (Acknowledged: ____)

2) There is a twenty-four (24) hour window to cancel your special order from the time you pay your deposit. Any such cancellation shall not
entitle you to a refund. Cancellations made within twenty-four (24) hours shall entitle you to a store credit to be applied to any future purchase at
A Little Something White. (Acknowledged: ____)
3) Sizes are recommended based upon the designers’ size chart that you are ordering from and the measurements taken in our store or provided to
us via this Agreement. Please take an active interest in selecting your size as the decision of what size to order is authorized by your signature on
this Agreement. A Little Something White will not be held responsible for the fit of your dress should you request a size other than our
recommendation. (Acknowledged: ____)
4) A Little Something White is not held responsible for weight loss, weight gain, pregnancy, plastic surgery, etc. after the special order is placed.
Certain attendants’ styles can be ordered to allow for maternity options. (Acknowledged: ____)
5) The Bride or purchaser of a special occasion gown will be notified upon the arrival of the dresses in our store. Pick up or shipping
arrangements will be made at that point. A Little Something White is happy to ship dresses to the appropriate places for an additional fee.
(Acknowledged: ____)
6) Your dress will be made to the measurements of the size you select, but will not be made to the measurements of your body. Consequently,
your dress will likely require alterations in order to fit perfectly. (Acknowledged: ____)
7) Alteration charges are NOT included in the price of any dresses or gowns. (Acknowledged: ____)
8) I agree with the measurements taken. I agree with the size chosen. I accept full responsibility if a new dress is required due to any change in
my size from the original measurements taken at the time of order. I understand that this gown is not custom made to my measurements and will
need some adjustments or alterations for the best possible fit. (Acknowledged: ____)
9) As this dress is a special order, it can take several months for production. PLEASE NOTE, however, all ship dates are tentative until A Little
Something White receives the shipping confirmation from the manufacturer. The manufacturer reserves the right to change shipping dates based
on their production schedule. A Little Something White is not liable for any delays in production or changed ship dates. (Acknowledged: ____)
10) Dye lots and silk fabrications may vary from the sample gowns and swatch samples. A Little Something White is not responsible for
variations in dye lots or irregularities inherent in the fabrics used. (Acknowledged: ____)

11) All merchandise must be picked up or arranged for shipping within seven (7) days after the wedding date or it will become property of A
Little Something White. (Acknowledged: ____)

I have read the above and understand and agree to the terms and conditions under which A Little Something White will place the order for
my dress. I understand all and approve all measurements, sizes, and changes being made for this special order.

Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: _____________________________

